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Editorial
The year 2018 has begun on a high note as the CLAIRE family grew with the addition of more students in
form one and of course more staff. The academy is a dynamic institution as is evident in the talented leaners
that make up for the exciting journey that this magazine has taken since the first issue in July of 2016.
Each term the learners are enthusiastic about writing their articles in their own way and expressing not only
the events they have participated in during their stay at the academy but also their views, opinions and
concerns as pertains to key pertinent issues such as politics, leadership and good governance, and the
environment. Writing plays an important part in our student's life not only as a medium of communication
but also it enhances their skills in the area of research as some of the topics they delve into require them to use
scholarly works and cite sources. Written communication is an essential element of expression and the ability
to articulate one’s self through written words provides them with the opportunity to share their knowledge in
a meaningful and effective way while developing their written skills as they learn how to compose ideas and
organise their thoughts and arguments to support key points. These skills will also prepare our learners for
their future academic and professional endeavours.
In this issue, the leaners have taken us through their journies and victories not only in sports but also in
innovation. Special thanks to the journalism club who continue to eagerly support the making of this
magazine and to the students who are always ready to write articles.
Each edition of the academy’s magazine is a milestone achieved that marks our growth, unfolds our
imagination and gives life to our thoughts and aspirations.
“The true alchemists do not change lead into gold; they change the world into words.” William H. Gass
Best Wishes

Miriam Kimani
Editor
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Word from the CEO
Mr. Les Baillie
Technology and entrepreneurship are key areas
for the students and we were delighted to enter
this year’s Diamond Challenge. Created in 2012
On behalf of the Mpesa Foundation Academy staff
and students I welcome you to this term’s newsletter. I would also like to welcome the new Form one
students who joined the academy in the month of
January 2018 following a rigorous application
process.For the first time the admission process was
extended to the refugee community.
At the beginning of August the forms were collected
from all the drop off points and we received 8714
application forms (4413 Males and 4301 Females).
Following a detailed vetting process the final list
was presented to the admission committee and 192
students, including 4 with disabilities, were selected
for admissions
The Form 1s reported on 15th and 16th January
2018 and had a robust orientation for five days
during which they were introduced to all the departments and their functions in the academy. They
were also taken through topics like self-awareness,
table etiquette, excellence, the meaning of diversity,
and how to deal with home sickness and the new
environment. I am pleased to report that they have
all settled in very well and special mention must go
to the form 2s & 3s who have mentored them well.
We were very pleased that KCB Foundation has
partnered with the academy to sponsor 47 students,
a student from each of the 47 counties.

through Horn Entrepreneurship, a cornerstone for
entrepreneurial activity based at the University of
Delaware in the US the, aim is to provide high
school students around the world with opportunities to experience entrepreneurship first hand.
The academy’s entrepreneurship students
presented an innovative proposal to the Diamond
challenge that included a business concept and a
power point presentation on the making of a mass
beverage serving machine to solve the problem on
long queues in schools and large functions. The 5
students who participated in the challenge
emerged the top in the national competition and
they will be proceeding to compete at the University of Delaware to represent both the Academy
and Kenya, we wish them well.
Over the last few months I have been actively
involved in discussions with KenSAP, The Kenya
Scholar-Athlete Project, which helps gifted, needy
Kenyan high school graduates gain admission to
highly selective universities in the United States
and Canada. It is my hope that some of our
students will benefit from their program and gain
admission to overseas universities. During these
discussion KenSAP contacted the George School
in Pennsylvania and they have offered places to
two of our students to continue their secondary
education at the school on a scholarship basis.
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Word from the CEO (Cont)

Mr. Les Baillie

The successful students will start at the school

On 23rd February 2018 we celebrated our 2nd

in September this year and the final interviews

birthday with presentations from students

are currently taking place,.

who entertained both staff and visitors. The

The Academy had the honour of hosting the

first two years have gone very quickly but the

2018 Kenya Science and Engineering Fair on

achievements during those two years have

Saturday 10, March 2018 in which twelve

been quite extraordinary. We currently have a

schools participated in 11 categories.The Acade-

capacity of nearly 800 students in the resi-

my students presented

dences. The final phase of construction is

projects in 9 out of the 11 categories and 4

nearing completion and Included in this final

projects were successful and will be proceeding

phase is the leavers centre, a self contained

to the county levels. Overall the academy

unit with a capacity of 96 students to continue

obtained position 4 out of the 12 schools.

their education following their KCSE exams.

Sports development is very key in the Academy

As we conclude this first term of 2018 I would

and to improve the facilities the Academy

like to express my huge thanks to all the staff

acquired an extra 25 acres where we are devel-

and also to the students of forms 2 and 3 who

oping two murrum tennis courts, two murrum

have ensured that our latest entrants have

hockey fields, one rugby field, two soccer fields

been made welcome and settled in quickly

and a one cricket pitch . Work is proceeding
well with the tennis courts and hockey pitches
complete and irrigation works now commenced
on the other pitches and are expected to be in
use next term.
The two swimming pools are complete and the
installation of the heating system is underway
to ensure the pools can be used next term.As
part of the sports development we have started
a football Academy to develop the skills of our
more talented students, both male and female.
Next term we will commence the basketball
Academy and then followed by rugby. Rugby
was introduced this term and aurally has a very
keen following of both girls and boys.
.
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Celebrating our 2nd Anniversary
by Brain Karanja

The Academy celebrated its second anniversary on
23rd of February 2018 and I was privileged to be
part of the amazing occasion. Every County in
Kenya was represented in the various activities
showcased during the celebrations. The day was

Through it all, I could not wait to have a taste of the
beautiful cake that was made in the shape of the
administrative block and for sure it did not disappoint.
I cannot wait to celebrate many more anniversaries at
the academy.

anticipated for with both students and staff going to
great lengths to ensure everything went as planned.
The celebrations which began with a three-course
lunch meal with various invited guests culminated
in entertainment and speeches at the sports hall
closing the curtains at 4 pm. The African themed
decorations were a sight to behold. At the lunch,
both guests and the academy staff and students
were treated to soothing music, the mood gleeful
and set the platform for what proved to be a day
never to be forgotten. At the sports hall, we were
treated to dance and skits as well as a fashion show
that highlighted different colourful African attires.
Students presented poems about the academy and
finally, the CEO ended the day with a short speech
on our journey since the inception of the academy.
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Poetry
Automatic Consequence
At the heart of governance
It's obvious given the grave incompetence
The cancer is deep rooted
Failed leadership and it's culprits
The more the problem thrives
Dictatorship and political repression
Are a great loss to our successive post independence
Bad governance and corruption undermines the constitutional at will
Failure to enforce the rule of law
Despite the evolution all over the world
We are deprived of our rights as citizens
We are residing in permanent lamentations
We should open our eyes wide and focus on tribalism in our tribulation
The national political leadership
Afflicted by tribalism
Responsible for the mess and rot of devolved government units
The sad states of our leadership is brought a bout tribalism
A country controlled by the economic vampires
We are relaxing on the part of economic inequalities and negative ethnicity
Selfish politicians domination the terrain vanquishing honesty

By Teresia Rios
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Looking
Looking Back
Back at
at Drama
Drama Festival
Festival
By Jesse Waweru
The drama festival competitions sub-county levels
begun on Friday the 23rd at Bakita Girls in Juja. The students had been preparing for the competitions
The Festival is a series of student theatre
since the term begun with rehearsals and making of
competitions in Kenya, held from January to April props that were to be used on stage during the compeeach year, advancing through local, county and titions. Being the first day of the competition fell on
regional stages to the National Drama Festival. the 23rd of February which was also the academy’s
Students from primary schools to colleges take anniversary day, we were all eager to perform and see
part, with the total annual participation of roughly if we could reach the academy before the celebrations
five million students, making it the biggest educa- ended. It was with a sombre mood that we learnt on
tional theatre event in Africa.

arrival that most of our items were scheduled to be

The Academy was represented by a team of 48 perfumed from 4 pm and we thought for sure that we
students who were presenting items in the
would miss the anniversary. Needless to say, luck was
categories of Solo Verse, Modern Dance, Choral on our side and when our patron ms. Beverly talked to
Verse, Narrative and Comedy. Interestingly, the the organisers and fellow teachers, our items were
participants were all forms ones. Three items, the moved to the first performance in each category. With
solo verse, narrative and comedy managed to that hurdle crossed, our spirits were lifted high as we
secure a place at the county levels whose competi- represented the academy with excellence in our
tion was held at alliance boys high school.
minds. By the need of the County levels we did not
manage to get any item moving to the national levels
but we came out of the competition with a rich experience on what to improve on for the coming years competition after all as Joseph Duffy puts it “ losing isn’t
always the end, sometimes it becomes only the beginning.” Next time we will get there and clinch the
prizes in all categories, we are M-Pesa Foundation
Academy, Thinkers, Doers and Leaders, we will lead
the pack.
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Taking Good Care of our Environment
Isaac Kibet Serem
Human beings depend heavily on the environment as it
supports life in an array of ways.
From being a source of water to supporting world economies, life and the environment are intertwined. However, because of various reasons, human activities weigh
heavily on the quality of our environment. For instance,
environmental pollution is a common scourge. Thus,
there is need to protect our

since there are different ways through which
Environmental activists expressed their concern.
Some industries equally engage in environmental
activities even though there are factions that oppose
environmentalism activities who runs
Environmental groups? Since the environment has a
direct impact on everyone’s life, caring for the envi-

environment.

ronment ought to be a collective responsibility. How-

Environment activism is also known as
environmentalism is a movement that is both political
and ethical whose main objective is to improve the quality of our natural environment by initiating changes
towards activities that are harmful to the environment.
This occurs by adopting social, political and economic
organisations that are environmentally friendly through
evaluating the relationship between humans being and
nature.Environmental activism is of the idea that
human beings ought to have their
environment at heart to have a safer neighbourhood.
Environmental activists believe that there is need to
have policies that are politically, socially and

ever, there are organisations which are active in
spearheading campaigns and activities towards Environmental conservation and protection. These organisations vary widely. So if you want to change the way
the environment is at the whole world start by
making your bed.
We as the M-Pesa Foundation Academy family let’s
start caring the environment around us since a journey of 1000 miles starts with a single step.
THE ENVIRONMENT IS LIKE THE HEART WHICH
BUMPS BLOOD TO ALL PARTS OF BODY, LET US
JOIN TOGETHER AND CARE FOR IT

economically sound order to protect the environment.
Of great significance the fact that the people involved in
these campaigns tend to establish a relationship
between natural systems and human beings.According
to considerations to these systems is important to
increase their sustainability.
It is worth noting that some of the measures and
outcomes emanating from this balance are sometimes
contentious
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Excellence
By Jabu Issa Ndaro
In a ship, there’s always a compass direction.
The same thing applies to my school: Mpesa Academy.
It has the CLAIRE values that guide us.
Curiosity, Leadership, Accountability, Innovation, Responsible citizenship and Excellence.
I should admit that am deeply touched by the aspect of Excellence.
Excellence is the ability to outstanding among others.

Key principles of Excellence
Have a hunger for excellence.
Benchmark against the best.
Believe that you can make it.
Learn from the best.
Don’t limit yourself.
Focus your efforts.
Remember that excellence involves trying everything out and putting good quality.
So,
Stand up for a course and talk.
Feel your emotions.
To make excellent choices in life you truly have to know what matters to you.
Either way, we do not decide on becoming extraordinary, but we decide to accomplish extraordinary things.
The same thing applies to excellence.

“Excellence is not a skill,
it's an attitude.”
Ralph Marston
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The visit to Gems Cambridge International School
by Otieno Clifborn

We got an opportunity to attend The Gems Young I learnt a lot for example:
Enterprise Conference at Gems Cambridge School in “Accept change and move on,
Nairobi.

Love what you do.”by Aprielle

The conference was about presenting ideas that can “If you nature your talents or ideas , success will follow
help to solve some problems we face in our

you,

communities. It was a competition and the ideas were For you want to succeed you must be o obedient .
judged based on:

What you do in your life is what you get out

1. The problem you want to solve

There is a genus in everybody by Pouline

2. Solution,
3. How the solution contribute to the society

“Don’t be afraid to ask for help

4. If the society can afford the solution

Are you trusted by people around you”by Wyclife

It was a privilege to meet some of the successful
entrepreneurs like;

“What you believe you can do carry it on and you will

1. Eugine Wamalwa- Cabinet Sec. Devolution

do it

2. Ms Pauline Kiraithe -Founder and director of Whatever you chose to do ,do it
TalentGurus@254, a HR Consulting firm

Being intensional is a positive brand

3. Ms Ivy Mutiso - The managing Director, food

Do not be limited by what the community says about

Solution management consults Ltd, a member of you “ by Ivy
Institute of Hospitality
4.Aprielle Olchoe - a cyber -security professional and “You never conquer the ocean if you have lost the site
techpreneur

of the shore “by Tonee

5.Alyssa Colleen - a women’s right activist and
outdoor enthusiast
6.Suzanne Silantoi - a Youth and Development
Coordinator at the Africa Youth Leadership Alliance
for Change program
7.Tonee Ndung’u - founder of the NAILAB and
Kytabu
8. Wyclife Omondi - Co-Founder and Chief Financial
Officer of BuuPass Inc.He also won the USD 10,000
Eartham Peace Prize to implement his project “Teens
for Peace” To mention a few.
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Poetry
Power of Leadership
Power to lead
Power to inculcate
Eradicate and develop
Transform and empower
Decide only for benefit
Not only for benefit of a few
For the benefit of many
People of change
Twenty first century
Full of pain and neglect
Full of bad and good
Right path provided not
People of benefit
Here they are
People of change
People with power to criticise
Analyse and align plans
Create effective environment
Where both poor and rich feel good
People of great leadership
People of change
People with great power to lead
Bring a community to light
From valley bottoms to uphills
People who leave diversity
Deal with every kind of being
People with power of leadership
People of change

By: Beatrice Akoth
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The Trip To The Standard Media Group
By Jesse Waweru
We also learnt they are many careers in the media field that we can
It was a long wait for the journalism

pursue and not only anchoring such as:

club to visit the standard media group

1.ICT manager and the digital news update.

and the day finally reached on 27th of

2.The newspaper edition - the standard, the

February 2018 when. as we boarded the

Nairobian, where one can be a writer, photographer even an

academy bus, we were elated at the

editor,

thought of the

3.Law, Makeup

fascinating things we would see at the

4.Design specialist

media house. Despite the traffic jam,

5.Lighting specialist

we finally arrived at the standard group

6.Sound specialist

along Mombasa road where we were

7. Camera operator

warmly received. I could not wait to
begin the educative tour of the media
house. As an aspiring journalist, this

We were taken through the process of how a

trip meant a lot for me. Did you know

newspaper is made and we got to see the heavy reals of newspaper

that the standard group consist of three

sheets that are apparently imported, I was disappointed that as a

groups - 2 television station and a radio

country we cannot make our own newspaper material yet we have

station?

so much recycled paper. The newspaper printing process is fully

1. KTN NEWS

automated from the time the printing plates are received and

2. KTN HOME

inserted into the machine, they just run and a finished product is

3. RADIO MAISHA

received at the packaging end. The newspapers are made early and

The tour began with the newspapers

transported to every part of Kenya before the dawn of day so that

section of the station, where we had the

all readers can get them on time. Being a journalist is a great

opportunity of speaking with the editor

responsibility as you are tasked with passing the right information

of the Nairobian, we then went
to the studios which were very amazing
and earn a lot about the background of
the

news

set,

the

lightings,

the

auto-queue, did you know that the
news anchors don’t actually cram tall
the news but use the auto-queue which
displays the news content as they read.
We had the opportunity of seeing the
lunchtime news being aired.
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The terms Sports Journey (Volleyball)
By:Korir
By JeseeCherotich
Waweru Maureen

I play Volleyball for the girl's academy team. Since we opened this term we have frequently gone for
tournaments in various schools like Thika boys, Mangu boys, and Alliance boys high school. The first week
after opening school on 13th of January, we went for a tournament at Thika boys high school where the girl's
volleyball team emerged the winners and came back home with a trophy. All teams, soccer, athletics, basketball and even hockey went and put their best foot forward. The following week, the tournament was at Mangu
boys high school on the 20th of the same month and both the girls and the boy's volleyball teams attended and
once more the girls proceeded up to the semi-finals. The coach was encouraging the boy's team to start believing that they can win after losing again without even reaching the semi-finals, she told them that the boys were
competing with very strong teams and they will also get there with hard work and practise. We went for another tournament at Alliance boys on 27th of January where we did the volleyball coach and academy proud by
defeating Alliance girls and proceeding in the first games, though we were defeated by a school called Brown
Hill Girls, we put up a spirited fight and really enjoyed the term’s tournaments. All the sports teams of the
academy showed great talents, competing against schools that had team members who were even in form four.
We have only been running for three years and we are marking a mark and our presence is being felt in the
sports field. The coach who is Ms Catherine Mabwi was very proud of both teams because she saw that they
were doing their best and believed that in a competition there must be a winning and a losing team. We really
appreciate the school for the good coaches and regular time we are given for our training and practice. We can
only get better, we are leaders.
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My Role Model
by: Nancy Jepkirui Kipyego
Oprah Winfrey is an actress, philanthropist and also an
entrepreneur from South America.
She is also a successful entertainer from her childhood
to her fame.
She was born in Mississippi in Southern America by a
single mother. She was then taken to live with her
grandmother in Nashville in the USA where her grandmother was so strict on her. She was seriously beaten
whenever she did any mistake. She had a white dress
which she usually wore while going to the church but
the sores on her back bled on the white dress such that
the blood stained her dress from the result of the beating. She wept but life had to continue. When she was
13, she was sexually abused by her cousin which made
her escape from the home.

This made her famous in the whole world, from
nowhere to somewhere.
Things you need to know about Oprah:
1; She is the first black billionaire in the history of
America.
2; She is incredibly generous because she has
started a school in South Africa called, Oprah
Winfrey Leadership school for girls.
3; Even though she can afford literally everything
she does not take things for granted.
4; Although she passed through many challenges
she persevered.
The quote that usually encourages me from her is

After that she became pregnant, she tried to hide her
pregnancy but the pain and shame could not be
hidden. Unfortunately when she gave birth the baby

”Don’t worry about being successful but
work towards being significant and the
success will naturally follow” (Oprah Win-

died in the hospital.

frey)

At 19 years of age, she started anchoring the news on

really appreciate her for that.

Her story has positively impacted my life and I

the local radio station.
Her big fame came when she anchored Chicago news
where she was rated among the best news anchors.
After some time her show expanded and it was named
the Oprah Winfrey show.

“We tend to become
like those whom
we admire.”
~Thomas S. Monson
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Photo Gallery

Diamond League Challenge National
Champions,presented with cheque.

Students participating at the EAMUN Conference that was held on
9th-23rd Feb 2018 at the UN Headquarters Gigiri.

A joyous moment during the 2nd Anniversary
Celebrations.

An engaging forum during the “Little Engineer”
Airbus Launch.

The Academy’s band perfoming at the 2nd
anniversary celebrations

M-PESA Foundation Academy CEO, feeds Hannah
Waithera a cake during the Second Anniversary
Celebrations.

Students participating at the Airbus
Little Engineer Launch.

Students Engaging with Career professionals
at the 3rd Annual careers Day.
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Photo Gallery

Traditional dance perfomance at
the 2nd anniversary celebrations.

Students interacting with a Career professional
at the 3rd Annual careers Day.

Students Engaging with Career professionals
at the 3rd Annual careers Day.

Exciting moments at the
2nd anniversary celebrations

Students Engaging with a reknowned Career professional
at the 3rd Annual careers Day.

Cake cutting during the 2nd Anniversary Celebrations.
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Poetry
Quitters Never Win and Winners Never Quit

Thou everything looks dark and dreary
I shall succeed
Though failure’s whispers in my ears
I shall succeed
I do not fear Misfortune’s blow
I tower with strength above each foe
I stand erect because I know
I shall succeed
Night swoops down with the darkest wings
But I shall succeed
I see the stars that darkness brings
But I shall succeed
No force no earth can make me cower
Because each moment and each hour
I still affirm with strength and power
I shall succeed

by Lydiah Bwari Ondieki
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Young Innovators

The young innovation club has really helped me to be an
entrepreneur at home. When I joined the club at second
term of 2017, I did not know that I would be helping my
community at home with the skills I gained in making of
detergents.We have learnt how to make different cleaning
product at our lab such as detergent, fabric softer, bleach
and even antiseptic. With this skills, I have been able to help
my community by teaching them how to also make liquid
detergent to sell. This in turn helps them earn their daily
living and reduces poverty.
By Sylvester Losinyono

My December holiday was certainly made
better and more exciting by the detergent
It was a great opportunity to join the young innovators
club, the practical skills I have received in making of detergents is a skill that is applicable in my life. With it, I was
able to make detergent at home during my holidays and sell
to my neighbours which in turn earned some money for my
family. I wads also a popular boy in my community as I
taught my friends how to make detergent.
by Josephat Eiton

making skills that I put to good use when we
were given ingredients to go home and
further perfect our skills. The young innovators club is a transformational club that
gives us life skills that we can use to improve
not only our future but the futures of our
communities. I was able to teach this skills
to my peers at my community and also
provide detergent to the aged at my village
as a community service give back.
by Eusila Kitur
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Your Best
By Yate Musa form two kifaru.

If you always try your best
Then you will never have to wonder
About what you could have done
If you had summoned all your thunder
And if your best
Was not as good
As you hoped it would be
You still could say,
I gave today
All that I had in me.
Characteristics of Successful Students
They create goals for
themselves.

1

6

They always attend to
their lessons.

They make their books
a priority.

2

7

They always participate
in class activities.

8

They always consult their
teacher’s in what they
don’t understand in class.

They balance both
academics &
co-curricular activity.

3

Takes responsibility
for their learning.

4

9

They uses their family and
friends for support

They develop study plan
and study habit.

5

10

They don’t look down upon
others.

18
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Kenya Science Congress Fair
By Miriam Gitonga & Gideon Simiyu
Have you ever wondered what science is? It is the
most beautiful gift to humanity. It has the ability to

Lastly, our academy, the host was proud to have

explain all phenomena that happen around us. The

three projects presented succeed to proceed to the

science congress creates a platform where all the

county level. These are; 254 Tuongee that deals

learners give their contributions towards building our

with linking Kenyans to the government where

nation by coming up with innovative solutions that

they can present their grievances, Blood streak

can curb the various problems in our environment.

that could stop bleeding and fermentation of sugar
to kill mosquitoes. Innovation is truly sweet.

Hosting the science congress 2018 was not only an
advantage to the academy but a great privilege to the
students. This enabled us to explore the innovative
ideas from the young minds of Kenyans. Some of
these
projects were from Technology sector, engineering
sector, Physics and agriculture. The most interesting
part of the technology sector was the train sensor
system from Mary hill high school. This is where a
sensor detects a train at a corner and displays it at a
screen on the road to guide the drivers and pedestrians whether they should cross or not.
In addition, our school presented a project on the use
of the telescope for lighting dark houses, hydro-merry
go round, the soft house and the blood break.
I was fascinated by the project about the soft house
where
various activities in the home compound such as
watering of crops are automated. This was presented
by Titus and Jilna. All these made me realise that in
this world, there are no problems, what people think
as
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Our Environment
By Stanley Koigi

To have a nice future that the coming generations
The environment is the external surrounding of

will enjoy we should plant trees as they are very

living organisms. Our environment consists of

important because our country is almost becoming a

trees, rivers mountains, hills and etc. Trees are very

desert if we don’t take heed and retrace our steps,

crucial they make the world beautiful by their green

our greed for money will leave a desolate barren

colour. Many trees form forests which are water

land for our future children. People cut trees to burn

catchment areas. They are also the source of rivers.

charcoal and forget of the consequences such as lack

The water we enjoy in our daily lives is as a result of

of water and respiratory disease. We can still

the existence of the forest. We as Kenyans are not

remedy this before it is too late. Everybody should

considering these benefits, we cut down trees aim-

take an initiative of planting and taking care of the

lessly. Trees should be taken care of.

tree as Wangari Maathai did with her life, we can all

Kenya should remain green, cutting of trees

make a difference if we become like the humming-

destroys the green colour and has many disadvan-

bird.

tages. Forests are the home of wild animals. If we

It would be noble if schools could participate in tree

love animals then we should not cut trees. These

planting activities. Every County in Kenya should

animals attract tourists to our country who bring

have its own environment day where they can plant

foreign exchange to our country which the govern-

trees and every student can participate in making

ment uses to improve our infrastructure and creates

our environment wonderful again in the next 20

employment opportunities. I urge all Kenyans to

years and they can learn the importance of trees in a

think about the consequences of cutting trees.

more

Trees give us fresh air that we breathe and enjoy.

practical way, therefore, gaining ownership over the

Cutting down of trees encourages dust which is

forest in the future. This will change mindsets and

uncomfortable as it causes respiratory diseases.

help save our environment.

Trees also reduce the strength of the wind that can

ENVIRONMENT QUOTES

destroy our structures and it also prevents soil

“The environment is like life its results depends on

erosion, soil erosion is a big impediment to agricul-

how we use it.”~Stanley Koigi

ture and

“The greatest threat to our planet is the belief that

agriculture is necessary for food production and the

someone else will save it ”~Robert swan

sustenance of a healthy population and nation. It is

If you cannot clean your environment then don’t

high time that we start planting trees to replace the

make it dirty

ones that we have cut, a tree that is cut down in a

Stopping polluting is the best solution

second takes years to grow.
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3rd Annual Career Day
Philip Patrick Mwayaona
The careers day turned out to be a

After going round to different

very productive and educative day

careers I finally found my self in

for me. I met different experts from

architecture room where I

different fields of work. Different

discovered I had a keen interest in

professionals

the field. After a talk with the

were

strategically

placed in different rooms, from

architects and seeing the 3D

business entrepreneurs to Public

visual representation of various

relations professionals, photogra-

buildings, I finally made a

phers and famous media personali-

decision that I want to become an

The most profound lesson of the day
was that one should not get into a
career because of money but because
of passion and everything else will
follow.

ties such as Julie Gichuru and Tony architect in future, through the
Njuguna and even bloggers. It was

interaction, I discovered that

great to interact with these diverse

architects are problem solvers and

professionals, who would have

leaders too which are some of my

known that you can make a living

strong personal traits.

out of being a blogger? In the

Therefore through the careers

entrepreneurship room, I got a

day, I discovered who I want to

chance to talk with people at the

become, and if nothing else, this

helm of running their own

clarity in the direction that I want

businesses and I learnt about the

my life to take was of great value

importance of having a human

and made the whole day

resource department in any organ-

worthwhile. Now, all that is

isation because they are the link

remaining is for me to work hard

between the management of the

towards achieving my goals.

organisation and the employees.

The success of the day to me and

In the medical field, I had a talk

my peers cannot be wholesomely

with a 3rd year medical student

captured by my views only, but I

and I got to know that as much as

am sure many students got the

doctors are very important people

nudge in the right direction that

to the community, before becom-

they needed to make better

ing experts, they have years of

choices of who they want to be in

learning to master their skills and

their professional career lives in

integrity is at the core of their

future.

values because they deal with people’s lives.
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Passion in Leadership (PIL)
Founder Meshack Odipo
Passion in Leadership (PIL) is a program that I
have started a form three student as well as one of
the students' council members in the Academy.

What are the objectives?
The program has the proper foundation in order to
achieve the following aims:
To develop communication skills in young leaders.
To develop confidence in young leaders.

The program has students from form one to form
three who are not members of the student's council. The main reason why council members are
exempted is that they have been exposed so much
in terms of leadership and they have been taken
through extensive training than non-members
hence they have more experience concerning leadership than the rest.The program brings students
together to interact and share their ideas about
leadership.Every member feels free to express
his/her thoughts about a certain scenario that can
help all of us to grow maturely as good leaders.
What is it all about? The program is all about nurturing leaders of purpose.We train the students
who feel they want to develop their confidence,
communication skills and also we teach them
about stage etiquette. Stage etiquette is how one

To learn the stage etiquette(mannerism).
Through all these, the PIL will be producing productive leaders as well as leaders of purpose who
can transform the state of this nation in some few
years to come.
The reason why I decided to start this program is
that not all students will get an opportunity to be in
student council, some will even complete their four
years in the campus without leading but this program will give everyone an opportunity to be part of
leaders in the Academy.
I would like this program run in the Academy even
in my absence after the completion my high school
years, I would like to leave behind my footsteps that
will inspire the next generation.

behaves when addressing the audience they composed of movement, standing posture, eye contact
and grooming style.
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Life & Career Coaching
By Janet Nusu
It has been a very busy term. We had a lot of
activities including sports and other club activities.
Life and career coaching lessons started on Sunday
4th February 2018. It is a program known as Ignite
Youth Leadership Program. The founder and
Director of this program are Pauline Kiraithe.
This program helps the youth find their passion
areas early, helping them focus quickly and start
becoming productive and contributing members of
the society. We always have this session each
Sunday after lunch from 2 pm up till 4 pm since
then. We would like to appreciate the school for
this program since we have a lot of it.
First and foremost, we have learnt how to journal.
Personally, I have been writing in my journal each
day and I have seen some improvement in my day
to day life at the academy since I started journaling.
I learned that 90 percent of people who have
journals are always successful in their lives. I also
learned the seven principles of eagles which are:
Eagles fly alone.
Eagles possess vision
Eagles eat life food.
Eagles test before they trust.
Eagles invest in training others.

We did a test which helped us understand what we are
good at. The test results left some of us shocked. The
coaches went through the results and the comments
from the test. I was able to know my first four highest
values which are Intellectual curiosity and learning,
Personal relationships, Methodical and Leadership.
Through this, I was able to know the careers which I
could fit in. My top three career preferences according
to the Holland Code were Commercial tourism careers,
Recruitment consulting and Consumer counselling and
technical solution sales.
Another lesson was about treasure chest. This was all
about our personal strengths and career ambitions. We
also learned how to make a personal profile format.
Everyone managed to make their personal profile. On
top of that my personal profile made me know and
understand myself better by recognising my skills and
life big dreams and aspirations.
The most interesting lesson was the one about subject
selection and career choices. I learned a quote which
says, “Choose a job you love, and you will never have to
work a day in your life” During this session, we learned
about different careers and the subject and skills needed
for you to pursue this careers.

Eagles rejuvenate
Eagles love storms
These principles have been guiding me through my
daily activities.
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Life & Career Coaching (Cont)
By the end of this session, everyone was able to choose the subjects to take when selecting subjects according
to the Holland Code interpretation.
This was important to us second years since it will guide us when selecting our subjects carefully so that we
don’t end up regretting in future. I felt so privileged to have such a marvellous session teaching me life skills.
Am sure I and my fellow students will have an easy time when choosing subjects following what we learnt in
the life and career coaching program.
I would like to thank our coach Caroline Mugo who has been taking us through these lessons and teacher
Alex for organising for the program at the academy. It was a great opportunity to all of us.
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The Leaders’ Congress
by Jabu Issa Ndaro
He is a leader who leads by example when he’s not
serving citizens through his work, he is just an ordiIt was the first time since the year began that I got a

nary person with other normal activities like farming.

chance to go out of the academy’s gate. Going to

The second day, Kanze Dena, the news anchor lifted

Alliance Girls High School was an exciting thought, I up my day as she narrated how she suffered from
had heard many things about the school but had never rickets; had knocked knees. She actually felt unlucky
been there before. All the academy’s student leaders

before she realised that she was beautifully made. She

were to attend a two-day conference on the 27th and faced many challenges, even got pregnant while trying
28th of January 2018 at Alliance. Being a leader I got to pursue her success, but all this did not stop her and
the opportunity to attend the Congress.

she eventually made it.
My main pick from the Congress was the meaning of a

Money was displayed. “Have you ever watched the

leader as well as a good leader being beyond a leader

song “chop my money” by p-square? Then you have

and not a below leader as below;

the idea. Funny enough, I only got glued on my seat as
we dissected the topic, “How to be good leaders”, a

A leader

very key topic and the main reason we had attended

L~ leader

the congress, It was as sweet as honey.

E~ equipper

I learnt that leadership was not about leading people, A~ attitude
you can also lead yourself. How do you lead yourself? D~ dreamer
Well, Justice Kimaru challenged all leaders saying,

E~excellent

“You do not climb a mountain to see you, nor do you R~ relationships
climb a mountain for people to see you, but you climb
a mountain to see yourself. A true leader does his
work well not to be seen and recognised but because
leadership is within him whereas, most people, want
to be seen in everything they do.
Many people talked but justice Kimaru is the one who
my mindset on what leadership truly is. He narrated
how he used to dwell in poverty, but his mothers love,
words of encouragement, made him who he is. A
leader in his own right, an advocate of the law who
tries to maintain peace and expend justice, by
punishing criminals.
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The Leaders’ Congress (Cont)
A good leader is a BEYOND leader, not a BELOW leader.
1.A leader Beyond is more concerned with the atmosphere he or she creates, not the authority he carries.
2. A Beyond leader communicates with his actions more than his words.He does before saying.
3. A Beyond leader sees intangible, knows how to use intangible assets to create tangible results.
#Time is an intangible asset for production, not consumption.
# Mind is another asset for production. It is like a garden, whatever you feed your mind is what grows on it.
If you can change your perception, you can change your reality.
4. A Beyond leader is one who allows great leaders to influence his leadership!
The groove members were of course available. It was a burning Congress all thanks to pastor Ken and his
members.
I learnt how to be a good leader. A leader who leads by example. A leader who leads fellow students to also be
good leaders. I learnt and gained a lot, not only on leadership but also on greatness.
As sad as it was to come to an end to the two-day congress, I came back to the academy a more transformed
leader, more capable and ready to lead In the Academy. Ponder this “a great person who makes everybody
feel small isn’t great at all, a really great person is one who makes everybody feel great and that is a true
leader.”

Student Council
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Poetry
AUTOESTIMA (self belief)

You are not your age,
Nor the size of the clothes you wear,
You are not wright,
Or the colour of your hair
You waste so much time comparing yourself,

And wishing to be something or someone you are not and can never be.
Everybody has their own strengths and weaknesses,
And it is only when you accept everything you are
-and aren’t-that you will truly succeed.
Life is not about how beautiful you are,
How perfect you are, it is what you want to do,
That will change the world for the better.
Be focused, be confident, stand out, believe in yourself
and face your fears,
before they defeat you, then you can perform way beyond
your expectations.
Don’t let ANYTHING or ANYONE define you.
Come on!Don’t be a DUPLICATE.Be the ORIGINAL you,
For You Only Live Once(YOLO). Live your life to the fullest.

by: Sandra Blessings & Risper Kawira
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Art Corner

Fun Facts
1.You can’t wash your eyes with soap.
2.You can’t count your hair.
3.You can’t breath through your nose with your tongue out.
4.You just tried no.3
6.When you did no.3 you realized its possible only you look like a dog.
7.You are smiling right now because you are fooled.
8.You skipped no.5
9.You just checked to see if there is no.5
10.Share this with your friends to have some fun too.
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My first days in Mpesa Foundation Academy
By Salome Mary

It all began as a dream, my dream of joining Mpesa
Foundation Academy. On 16 January 2018, the
dream became a reality. I was given a red carpet
welcome by the staff at the entrance gate but I was
also confused since I thought the academy was a
campus. The buildings were a sight to behold. The
compound was so silent that I thought that we the
form ones were the only students in the compound.
The teachers and staff were so friendly that it
already felt like home. Throughout the day we were
taken through the various registration process,
from signing our student files to uniform issuing at
the sports hall where we were given every piece of
attire we would need during our stay at the academy, from clothes, shoes and even old and combs.
This was amazing, a school that gave the student all
they needed to be comfortable while learning. At
the end of the long day, we were taken to where we
would be sleeping. As we entered the residences I
thought we were in the staff's bedrooms. I could
not imagine being given a duvet for the first time in
my life. The dining hall was the most surprising. I
was used to a spoon but here it was a fork and
knife. Back to the classroom, I got more textbooks
than I had ever had in my entire primary school
learning years. Truly, I was in an international
school, the academy is the best institution for me to
fulfil my dreams and achieve my goals and I will
surely harness this opportunity and make it.
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Welcome To The Deutsch World
by Jabu Issa Ndaro
WELCOME TO THE DEUTSCH WORLD
Most people think that German is a very

Guten Abend! —good evening

hard language it’s just a misconception.

Mein name ist Jabu —my name is Jabu

German is the easiest language on earth

Ich komme aus kenya - I come from Kenya

one fact :Do you know that everyone has
the capability to speak DEUTSCH ?
At least that is what Miss Noel and Nekoye

Aber ich wohne in DEUTSCHLAND - but i live in Germany
Ich bin ein schönes Mädchen - I am a beautiful girl
Bist du schön and cool? - are you beautiful and cool?

told me

Ich bin fünfzehn Jahre alt - I am fifteen years old

Today I’d like to introduce and express

Mein Hobby ist spielen - my hobby is playing

myself in German t

Und essen - and eating
Ich liebe meine Schule - I love my school
Entschuldigung bitte! - excuse me please!
Ich gehe - I am going
Was denkst du? - what do you think?
Das bin ich - that is me
Und das ist alles - and that is all
Bis bald! - see you soon!
Tschüs! - bye!
Ich liebe dich! - I love you
Hope you’ve enjoyed my German lesson .

LEARN GERMAN, GERMAN IS FUN!
LERN DEUTSCH, DEUTSCH MACHT SPASS!
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French Poetry
by Beatrice Akoth

À NUIT
Il est seul
Il est calme
Je reste à mon lit
Je ne vois plus
Je demande:
“Où sont mes amis
et mes parents?”
Alors
Je demande à la lune
Aidez-moi s’il vous plaît
Je suis seule
Je veux jouer
et chanter avec mes amis.
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Tunza Mazingira Yakutunze
By Andrew Munywa
Je, wajua kuwa sisi ni wana mazingira ila mazin-

Kutokana na haya, Chama cha kutunza mazin-

gira si yetu? Na Je, wajua kwamba mazigira

gira shuleni; FLORA na FAUNA, kimeanzisha

alimo mtu ndiyo humfinyanga kuwa jinsi alivyo?

mikakati ya kuhakikisha janga hili halituathiri.

Kwanza kabisa, mazingira ni kitu au vitu

Ili kufanikisha haya, chama hiki kimeamua

vyovyote vinavyotuzunguka, k.m miti, nyumba,

kugawa taka kwa aina tatu; taka za plastiki,

mito nakadhalika. Ni wajibu wa kila mmoja

mabaki ya chakula, na taka za karatasi za aina

wetu kutunza na kuhakikisha mazingira ni safi

yoyote. Wamehakikisha kuwa mapipa yote ya

na salama. Kwa kutunza mazingira tutakuwa na

kutia taka yana nembo ianayoonyesha ni aina

faida chungu nzima.

gani ya taka inafaa kutupwa wapi. Chini ya
washauri wao, Bi. Ragina Olado, Bw. John-

Baadhi ya faida hizi ni pamoja na kuwepo kwa

Francis na Bw. Peter Muthondeki. Wanafunzi

hewa safi, kupatikana kwa maji safi hususan

hawa wamefanikisha jambo hili na bado wana-

pale chemichemi zake zinapotunzwa. Vilevile,

zidi kuwashinikiza wanafunzi wenza kushiriki-

vyakula vitapatikana kwa wingi tukipunguza

ana nao bega kwa bega.

matumizi ya kemikali kupita kiasi au hata
makali ya mafusho ya viwanda.

Kupitia mbinu hii, Wakfu utaweza kuhakikisha
taka zote zinazokusanywa zinapata matumizi

Kwa upande mwingine, tunapoyachafua mazin-

mbadala badala ya kutupwa ovyo.

gira, tunakaribisha ndwele katika maisha yetu.
Je, wafahamu kuwa zaidi ya asilimia 70 ya

Hongereni enyi wote mnaojifunga kibwebwe, ili

Maradhi yanayotukumba yanatokana na mazin-

kuhakikisha mazingira yanabaki safi na salama.

gira chafu? Maradhi Kama vile kichocho,
kipindupindu, malaria na kifua kikuu yote haya
ni kwa sababu ya mazingira chafu. Pia, tunapoteza raslimali ainati, ambazo twaweza tukazitumia kwa manufaa yetu.
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Brain Teasers

1.A is the father of B. But B is not the son of A. How’s that possible?
2.How can a man go eight days without sleep?
3.Some months have 31 days, others have 30 days. How many have
28 days?
4.If there are 6 apples and you take away 4, how many do you have?
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